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Question: What happens when a thirty-year-old virgin hires a sex therapist to take care of her "little
problem"?Answer: Lots of laughs and tons of heat. You'll be left wanting a Dr. Ryan Andrews of
your own.----------Warning: This story contains mature humor, a lot of cursing, and of course, sexual
situations. Itâ€™s intended for adult readers who enjoy that kind of thing.----------Sexual Surrogate
(Definition): A sexual surrogate, sometimes called a surrogate partner, is a member of a sex therapy
team consisting of client(s), supervising therapist, and surrogate. Some couples attend sexual
surrogacy sessions together, while some people (either single or in a couple) attend them alone.
The surrogate engages in education and often intimate physical contact and/or sexual activity with
clients to achieve a therapeutic goal. - Wikipedia----------Standalone taboo romance told from dual
POV with no cliffhanger.
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The Lessons is an upbeat romantic comedy made complete with quick-witted dialogue and in-depth
characterization. Elizabeth Brown brings a common dilemma to the table ("the curse of the 30 year
old virigin") and explores it through unconventional means. If the plot alone hasn't captured your
attention, be assured that the racy scenes between the two main characters will bring you to your

knees and leave you begging for more.Natalie is a planner. (You know the type!) She has
meticulously strategized a plan for her life and makes every endeavor to stick to the plan."I got out a
big red pen. It was time to make some edits."-NatalieUnfortunately, as in most cases, life doesn't
always happen the way we expect (or hope) it to. Natalie has just approached her 30th
birthday."Thirty. Nothing like a milestone birthday to make you take stock of things. And me? This
birthday made me realize how ashamed I was and how far my life had swung off
course."-NatalieNatalie is unmarried, alone, and despite her attractive physical features and
successful career, she has somehow managed to maintain "virgin status". At this point in her life,
her virginity is weighing her down and causing her severe anxiety. Natalie bravely makes a "new
plan". She decides to leave her current life in New York and venture to San Francisco where she
will continue her professional success at a new job and turn in her V-Card!What does one do when
they want to safely rid of their virginity? Simple, they hire a sexual surrogate. Natalie is confident
that once she has sex she will be able to move forward with her life and get back to "the plan".

The Lessons by Elizabeth BrownBook #1: Off-Limits SeriesSource: NetgalleyMy Rating: 1/5 starsMy
Review:**REVIEW IS SPOILERISH**Dear Reader,I think you can tell from my star rating that I was
not at all impressed with Elizabeth Brownâ€™s The Lessons. As always, I donâ€™t feel like I can
just slap a number on a review without explaining myself.My primary objection to this read is the fact
that nearly every character is lying piece of crap. Natalie literally moves across the country so no
one she knows will know she is still a virgin at the age of thirty. You see, Natalie had a plan in place
for her life, one which involved doing all the big life things on a schedule and that schedule was not
to be deviated from. Unfortunately, when her first serious boyfriend came out of the closet, well, the
plan was well and truly derailed!!In order to get her plan back on track, Natalie has to lay the
groundwork and she does this researching sexual surrogates. Knowing this is a service that is
generally reserved for people with actual sexual issues, Natalie has to build an entire backstory in
order to be accepted into the program. Not only does she make up at least two boyfriends but she
also makes up abuse and lets the idea of a fictional rape cross her mind in order to secure her place
with the shrink. I really should have stopped reading at this point but Natalie acknowledges how
wrong this would be. But making up boyfriends and other forms of abuse is OK??Moving on . . . .
once Natalie begins her â€œtreatmentâ€• she is to meet with a man who will help her overcome her
sexual issues (and by that I mean her virginity!) and move on with her life and plan.
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